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New “Dane-Elec Music” digital player range launched 

In line with the strategy it implemented in 2006 to market innovative products, Dane-Elec Memory has 
announced the launch of a comprehensive range of MP3 and MP4 players dubbed Dane-Elec Music. 

The group is to market a range of four new multimedia players using Flash memory modules designed to meet 
consumer expectations: 

� Dane-Elec Music, an MP3 player with a touchpad interface so light it can be worn around the neck, 

� Dane-Elec Music Touch, an MP4 (audio, photo, video) player featuring a 2.4" touchpad screen with 
built-in speaker, 

� Dane-Elec Music Pix, an MP4 player featuring a 1.3 Mega pixel digital camera and a 16:9, 2.9" 
touchpad screen, 

� Dane-Elec Music MediaTouch, a full-featured Portable Media Player (PMP) with a 4.3" touchpad 
screen. The Music MediaTouch comes with "FM Transmitter" and "TV Out" functionalities allowing 
users to listen to audio content on a car radio or hi-fi system and view photos on a TV screen. 

In addition to their built in storage capacity of up to 8Gb, Dane-Elec Memory has equipped its three MP4 players 
with a Micro SD card extension slot to boost storage capacity. The group is thus reasserting its intention of 
promoting the use of Flash memories, a storage medium that currently accounts for over three-quarters of its 
activity. 

All these products will be available from the usual vendor networks during the year-end holiday season in a 
highly attractive range of recommended retail prices from €24.90 (Music 1Gb) to €149.90 (Music MediaTouch 
8Gb). Detailed technical features and prices are available on the group's website. 

Following on from its So by Dane-Elec hard disk drives, Zpen digital pen and NoLimit Memory online data 
storage service, Dane-Elec Memory continues to leverage the work of its R&D teams and powerful sales 
network to bring high value added products to market. This strategy, combined with its sales under license via 
Duracell, Roadsign, etc., is helping to increase the group's overall activity levels . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next publication: Full year revenues, on January 15, 2009, after the market closes. 

Dane-Elec Memory is listed on Euronext Paris, Segment C. ISIN: FR000036774; MNEMO: DAN; 
REUTERS: DEMY. Dane-Elec Memory's share capital comprises 25,559,283 shares. 

All our financial information free of charge at www.dane-elec.fr or www.actus.fr. 
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